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Qualys Patch Management 

Release Notes 

Version 1.5.2 

August 16, 2021 (updated September 11, 2021) 

 
 
Here’s what’s new in Patch Management 1.5.2!  
 
View Missing Patches for Linux Assets 
 
Update to the Limit on Adding Assets and Asset Tags to a Single Job 
 
New OS support 
 
Create QQL-based Jobs to Remediate Windows Vulnerabilities 
 
Patch Linux assets from the VMDR App 
 

Qualys 1.5.2 brings you more improvements and updates! Learn more  
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View Missing Patches for Linux Assets 
The patches listed in the Patch Management patch catalog are missing on your hosts, which 
were detected using the vulnerability scan. The vulnerability scan provides details about 
detected vulnerabilities. These detected vulnerabilities can be mapped to missing patches 
respectively on the Linux agent. 
 

 
 
Alternatively, you can go to the Assets tab to view missing patches on assets. Once a deployment 
job on the Linux asset is executed, the missing patches will be updated when a subsequent 
vulnerability scan is completed. 
 

 
 

Update to the Limit on Adding Assets and Asset Tags to a Single 
Job 
For a single job, you can include and exclude a maximum of 50 assets and 50 asset tags. If you 
want to include more than 50 assets, we recommend that you use asset tags. If you want to 
include more than 50 asset tags, we recommend creating a tag hierarchy. Add only parent tags 
to the job, and our system will automatically include its child tags even if the child tags are more 
than 50. Refer to the Manage Asset Tags topic in the Qualys CyberSecurity Asset Management 
(CSAM) to learn more about tags. 
These limits are applicable for Windows and Linux jobs. If the existing jobs contain more than 50 
assets or asset tags, the jobs are not impacted. However, if you edit an existing job, the new 
limits are applicable. 
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New OS support 
 
You can now patch Linux assets with the following operating systems: 
 

• RHEL 8  
• CentOS 7 
• CentOS 6  

 
Note: You must update the Cloud Agent version to 4.6 to use this functionality. 
 

Create QQL-based Jobs to Remediate Windows Vulnerabilities 
You now create QQL-based deployment jobs using specific vulnerabilities attributes for Windows 
assets. This allows you to automate deployment jobs to remediate specific vulnerabilities 
regularly.  
 

 
 
Note: You must have a subscription to the Patch Management app to remediate the Linux 
vulnerabilities. 
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Patch Linux assets from the VMDR App 
You can now remediate Linux vulnerabilities using the Patch Now option in a Prioritization 
report. You can also view patches that are missing on Linux assets. 
 

 
 
You can add the available Linux patches to an existing job or create a new job to remediate the 
vulnerabilities. 
 

 
 
Note: You must have a subscription to the Patch Management app to remediate the Linux 
vulnerabilities. 
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Issues Addressed 
- We fixed an issue where the stale assets were not removed from the Patch Management 

UI. 
- We fixed an issue where if you added the assets to a new job from the Assets tab, the 

assets too long time to load on the Job Configuration tab. 
- We fixed an issue where the isSuperseded filter was not honored on the Assets tab for 

patches search criteria. 
- We fixed an issue where the vulnerability count in the Prioritized Product report included 

all vulnerabilities instead of only the unique vulnerabilities. 
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